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About This Game

With 170,000 downloads so far... IT'S TIME TO GET ON STEAM!!!

TWO NEW GAME MODES + CONTROLLER SUPPORT

Devour your enemies to your heart’s delight in two new game modes.

12 different enemies with different movements and attacks.

4 different bosses to defeat.

ZEN MODE
features an endless version of the classic Ophidia where the player can play any level in a sandbox mode with constantly

respawning enemies.

TIMED MODE
features more of a challenge, as you race to eat up more enemies and extend how long you have to stay alive.

Consume all life as a serpentine demi-god in Ophidia!

A decree has been made: all worlds must be purged so life may begin anew. Play as the legendary Norse Ouroboros, sent down
from the heavens to cleanse Yggdrasil - the world tree - of all beings.
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CONSUME
Encircle your enemies to devour them and grow in size! Each foe behaves differently and offers new challenges. Take down

bigger and bigger enemies as you grow longer and demonstrate your fearsome power by leaving none alive.

EXPLORE
Travel through five beautiful worlds, each accompanied by a myriad of unique creatures, a breathtaking score, and challenging

gameplay.

CONQUER
Without a fight, there is no true victory! Bosses of different worlds possess unique powers. Defeat each one to truly cleanse the

world and progress to the next.
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Title: Ophidia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
MassDiGI
Publisher:
MassDiGI
Release Date: 24 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb gpu

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Love this game and it is worth picking with interesting campaign mode.. Been meaning to this for a while, but I have to say, one
of the best games that I have ever played! 100% recommend.. It is as if Star Flight and a roguelike with persistent bonuses had a
baby, a beautiful one at that. Many races to choose from, many many unlockables to keep one motivated, and great gameplay
particularly for the fleet battles which took some getting used to but actually have wonderful depth and there will be many ways
to resolve a conflict in your favour with your failrly customizable fleet.. Game is enjoyable but way to easy and way to
expensive for how much gameplay there is .. Bought this game in order to give me a slight edge when i'm beginning my
japanese studies soon, even though i have only played this less than 3 hours i believe i have seen most of the features this game
has to offer.

That said, the pronounciation in this dlc is quite clear, and i have been using the romaji alphabet to learn the names of different
items and then trying to remember them, the romaji helps there alot. (Using the other alphabets require a basic understanding of
the language that this software simply cannot give you).

That being said, i think that if you use this effectively alongside your regular japanese studies, be it in a classroom, or online
courses, i believe that this can be of great aid to you.. Never though i would experience something like that. This game delivers
on it's promise. Solid mechanics, solid graphics, runs well on my GTX 1070 with some supersampling enabled.

The moment that totally sold me on this game was when i picked up some kind of rave gun laying in some random place which
replaced the rocket launcher for shooting asteroids. I had WAY too much fun flying over moon craters, constantly firing that
rave gun popping out techno tunes in form of vibrant laserorbs while the whole scenery flashes in intense colors like some kind
of rave party. Good job.

Beware of your body though, i couldn't help twitching when hitting the virtual ground too hard. My brain is still adapting to VR i
guess.. For a mangement game, Jurassic World Evolution has surprisingly very little amount of management to offer: Visitors in
your park are just "cosmetic" data, very little amount of building and shops, basic crew management.
What it does well is introduce you to a bunch of pretty dinosaurs and allow you to manage their environmemt (although the
variety of environments is limited as there are only a few islands to play on).
The game is beautiful but kinda boring and some elements haven't been thought through (like the need for an incubator for each
type of dinosaurs if you don't want to have to lift them to another area after), the most you'll have to worry about is electricity
and it's not really what most of us want to do.
It could have been so much more, especially for the price.
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This is the most fun I've had with a character.. Brief adventure in the world of the Lost Crown, if you are a fan and are waiting
for the sequels then get this on discount. It's a chance to follow the adventures of Nigel Danvers, Lucy Reubens, Morgan Mankle
etc in the haunted town of Saxton (or is it Polperro? Check out Google Maps street view).

Very brief point and click, doesn't get much into the scares at all and just a few puzzles (which are not all that difficult). But if
you have been waiting (and waiting and waiting and waiting) for the next Lost Crown game, then Midnight Horror is your only
option.

The price is reasonable, and even better on discount.. Awesome mix of Visual Novel and RPG. Hilarious dialog and characters.
Definitely worth a play!. Decent shooter game with an interesting antidote system as a lifeline.
Shooting was difficult and annoying :/
Recommend it because it's free.. great and properly done hidden object game - great graphics, interesting story; while in most of
games you just gather objects, in this one while solving "find all objects" quests you should put toghether details to makes
objects - another level of complexity and interest - not just revolver, but to find all bullets and to insert them, find lenses and
insert to glasses, find missing beads to make a necklace, etc.. THE BEST GAME EVER BETTER THEN FIFA18 AND PES89
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BEST GAME IN THE WORLD !!!!!
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